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Local automata re defined as labeled monadic algebras that interact and 
accept or reject each other. The relationship between deterministic and non- 
deterministic local automata is established. Then the algebraic losure proper- 
ties of acceptable classes of structures in terms of homomorphisms, direct 
products, and reduced products are studied. It is shown that multiinput local 
automata accept precisely those classes of structures that are models of sentences 
in first-order monadic logic without equality. Equality can be introduced with 
an extension of the theory. A finite local automaton may, in general, accept he 
models of an infinite sentence that is not equivalent to any finite sentence. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We wish to define and study a kind of automata that can have nonsequential 
inputs, e.g., in the form of arbitrary labeled directed graphs. Two attempts 
seem to have been made in this direction in the past. First, in his work on 
gedanken experiments on automata, Moore [9] mentions, in passing, the 
possibility of having an automaton perform experiments on another. Second, 
Engeler [2] considers avery general framework, in which formal experiments 
can be performed on relational structures. Our approach falls roughly between 
these two. In Section 2 we introduce the basic terminology and we consider 
labeled monadic algebras that interact with each other. We call these "local 
automata," as they consider only the local properties of each other and are 
really generalizations of halting automata. In Section 3 we study the relation- 
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ship between deterministic and nondeterministic local automata. In Sections 
4, 5, and 6 we consider the algebraic closure properties of acceptable 
structures, and in Section 7 we study multiinput local automata. The general- 
ization to the nonmonadic ase will be considered in a future paper. 
2. TERMINOLOGY AND PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS 
We shall essentially adhere to the terminology of Tarski I11] and Cohn [1]. 
Our use of algebras as automata is adapted from Thatcher and Wright [12]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A "monadic algebra" or simply an "algebra" 
9.I = (A , f  1 ,...,f~, ao, A~) is a set A with functions f i :  A -+A,  for 
i = 1,...,n, a distinguished element ao~A and a distinguished subset 
A F _C A. The underlying set A of an algebra 9.1 is called its "universe" and 
is denoted by [9~[. 
DEFINITIOr~ 2.2. The "signature" of a monadic algebra is simply the 
number of its functions. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Two algebras are "similar" if, and only if, they have 
the same signatures. 
DEFINITION 2.4. The "direct product" ~ × 9.1' of two similar algebras 
= (d ,  f l  ,..., fn ,  a0, AF) and N' = (A' ,  fl',..., fn', a0', - / / / )  is an algebra 
It t! It tt tt A t !  ~-  t t! 9ff = (A , f l  .... , f~ ,  ao,-/Je), where .// × A ,  a 0 = (a0, ao') and 
f~(a, a')~-(fi(a),fi'(a')) for i=  1,..., n and all a ~_//, a' cA ' .  We shall 
define A~ in each individual case separately. 
DEFINITION 2.5. A "local automaton" (~, 7) is an algebra ~ along with 
a "labeling" function 7: I 9~ I -+ K, where K is an arbitrary "label set." I f  K 
is of order one, 7 will be called "uniform" labeling. In case no particular 
labeling is necessary to be mentioned, we shall simply use the symbol 9X for 
a local automaton. I f  we wish to emphasize the distinguished element or 
subset of the algebra of a local automaton, we shall write (9~, ao, 7), (9~, _/IF, 7) 
or (~/, ao, AF, 7) for (9~, 7). I f  there is no cause for confusion, we shall use 
the terms "algebra," "local automaton," "automaton," and "structure" 
interchangeably. 
DEFINITION 2.6. A "congruence" on an automaton (9~, a0, AF,  7) is a 
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congruence on 9£ (i.e., a partition of [9£[ such that a--~ a' implies 
f i(a) ~'~fi(a'), for i = 1 ..... n) that has the following properties: (i) a ~-~ a' 
implies 7(a) = 7(a'); (ii) a 0 ~-~ a implies a = a0; (iii) a ~-~ a' and a e A~ 
only if a' e A F also. 
DEFINITION 2.7. A "homomorphic image" of (9£, 7) is an automaton 
(9£', 7') that is isomorphic to the quotient of (9£, 7) under a congruence. 7', the 
distinguished element and subset of 9£' is determined by the natural 
imbedding. 
DEFINITION 2.8. An "interaction" between two local automata (9£, 7) 
and (~3, h), with 9 /= <A,f l  , . . . , fn, a0, Ae)  and ~3 = <B,g~ .... ,gin, b0) 
(we assume that the distinguished subset of ~3 is empty) is the following 
process: The initial "state" of 9/is a o and that of ~3 is b 0 . Let the label set of 
9£ be {1,..., m} and the label set of ~3 be {1 ..... n} (in general, one can always 
define maps from arbitrary label sets to these). If the states of 9£ and ~ are s i 
and t i at stage i, respectively, si+ 1 = fa(Q(si) and ti+ 1 = g~(s)(ti). We say that 
the interaction "halts" and 9£ "accepts" ~3 if for some i, s ie  A f .  In this 
context, AF is called the "final" or "accepting" set of states of 9£. An element 
a e [ 9£ [ is a "rejection" state i f f i (a) = a, for i = 1,..., n, and a ~ Ae .  
EXAMPLE. A halting automaton with a circular tape can be considered as 
a uniformly labeled local automaton interacting with an algebra with only 
one function. 
DEFINITION 2.9. A class of similar structures {(~3~, A~)}~el is said to be 
"strongly acceptable" or simply "acceptable" to 9/ if it is the class of all 
structures within the similarity class that are acceptable to (9£, 7), for a fixed 7- 
A class "weakly acceptable" to 9/ is the union of the strongly acceptable 
classes of (9£, 7) with respect o all possible labelings 7: I 9£ ] --~ K, for a 
fixed K. 
DEFINITION 2.10. A local automaton is "nondeterministic" if 
9/ = <A, R 1 ,..., R n , a 0 , -//F), where R i C A × A, for i = 1,..., n. At each 
step of interaction, instead of a transition si+l -~ fz(si) in the original "deter- 
ministic" definition of a local automaton, the nondeterministic structure 
makes a transition to an si+ 1 such that (s i , si+l) ~ Rz • A structure is acceptable 
to a nondeterministic automaton if there is some sequence of allowable 
transitions that make it acceptable. 
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DEFINITION 2.11. A local automaton is "loopless" if, and only if, only its 
rejection states can be states more than once during interactions. 
3. NONDETERMINISTIC VS DETERMINISTIC LOCAL AUTOMATA 
Although nondeterministic standard automata nd tree automata re no 
more powerful than the deterministic ones, the situation is considerably more 
complicated for local automata. A somewhat angential distinction between 
the two cases is that for local automata even the inputs can be nondeterministic. 
In the course of this study, however, we shall essentially restrict our attention 
to deterministic nputs, unless otherwise stated. 
THEOREM 3.1. For any uniformly labeled nondeterministic local automaton 
91 =- (A,  f l  .... ,fn , ao , AF), there exists an equivalent (i.e., accepting the same 
structures) similar uniformly labeled deterministic automaton. 
Proof. In this special case, the proof of equivalence of deterministic and 
nondeterministic structures is exactly the same as in the standard theory. 1
We simply construct he subset automaton ~l = ~2A, f l  , . . . , j~, {a0} , AF) , 
where/,(.// ')  ---- Ua~a' {f/(a))} for any A'  _C A and -~F is the set of all subsets 
of . / /that contain at least one element of -//v- 9-[ and ~[ accept he same set of 
structures. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.2. There exists a simple nondeterministic local automaton with 
a label set of order two whose set of acceptable structures i  not equivalent to that 
of any deterministic local automaton. 
Proof. Consider the automaton 91 described by the transition graph of 
Fig. 1. 91 accepts both 1 R o R 1 and a R 1 G 1 but rejects 
FIG. 1. 
R o ~ aF 
G 
Automaton 9~. All undefined transitions to rejection states. 
z For details ee Rabin and Scott [10], Thatcher and Wright [12], and Mezei and 
Wright [8]. 
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1 R 1 R 1 and 1 R 1 G 0 An equivalent determinist ic automaton 
would have to be either 9.I' of Fig. 2 or 9.I" of Fig. 3, where ~ and fi are accept- 
ance or rejection states. I f  a is an acceptance state ~ '  accepts 1 R 1 R I 
and if ~ is a rejection state 9.1' cannot dist inguish ~ R 1 G 1 f rom ~ R 1 G O 
In either case, 9.1' is not equivalent o ~.  Similarly for ~" .  Q.E.D.  
R 1 
ao 
! 
R/  aF 
\ ,  
~ a 
FIG. 2. Automaton 9~'. 
(Each graph in the proof of Theorem 3.2 is meant to be a partial representa- 
t ion of an input algebra, with initial state at the leftmost node.) 
The  source of the difficulty here is that an arbitrary subset of I ~ ] may have 
nodes with different labels. Therefore, in constructing the subset automaton 
it is not clear what labels should be assigned to its nodes. One might suspect 
that by the following scheme one can overcome this difficulty; however, 
Theorem 3.4 dispels all such hope. 
O O 
1 
G~ ~ o F 0 
1 
| 
FIc. 3. Automaton ~". 
DEFINITION 3.3. A "mult i labeled" or "nondeterminist ical ly labeled" 
local automaton is a structure in which a node may have more than one label 
assigned to it. A mult i labeled automaton accepts a structure if at each step of 
interaction the state of the machine takes on one of the labels assigned to it. 
A node is "k- labeled" if it has k possible different labels. 
THEOREM 3.4.  There exists a nondeterministic local automaton which is not 
equivalent to its subset automaton even if each subset is multilabeled by the set of 
all the labels it contains (a necessary condition). 
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Proof. I f  the states of the subset automaton corresponding to the subset 
{a 1 , a~} of the structure of Fig. 1 are assigned the labels R and G, then it 
would accept I__ ~ ~ ~ ~, whereas the original nondeterministic automaton 
rejects it. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 3.5. A "uniquely labeled" or "unilabeled" automaton is a 
structure that has a unique label associated with each node. 
DEFINITION 3.6. A "multistarting" local automaton is a structure with 
more than one possible initial state. An automaton with an initial state set of 
cardinality k will be called "k-starting." 
THEOREM 3.7. For every multilabeled deterministic automaton, whose initial 
state has k labels, there exists an equivalent similar unilabeled nondeterministic 
k-starting automaton. 
Proof. For every/- labeled state of the multilabeled automaton, define l 
different states for the unilabeled structure with the obvious nondeterministic 
transitions. Q.E.D. 
Although we have shown that, in general, one cannot find a deterministic 
structure strictly equivalent to a nondeterministic local automaton, there is a 
sense in which an equivalence can be achieved for the finite-state case. This is 
by assuming that one can relabel the input structures, while preserving their 
algebraic structures. The deterministic automaton then cannot be expected to 
be similar to the nondeterministic automaton that it is to simulate, but this 
dissimilarity turns out to be of a somewhat trivial nature as will be seen in the 
proof of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.8. Given a finite nondeterministic local automaton (91, 7), with 
an input label set L, there exists a finite deterministic automaton (91', 7') that 
accepts the same set of structures as (91, 7), but with a label set L' = L × L", 
where L" is finite. Furthermore, if (fB, (A, A")) is acceptable to (91', 7'), then 
OB, ~) is acceptable to (9I, 7). 
Proof. Let 91 ----- (A,  R 1 ..... R , ,  ao, aF), where A = {a 1 ,..., a~}. For 
each ak ~ A, let Oi(ak), i = 1,..., n be the number of elements a' of A such 
that Ri(ak, a') holds. Let qi = maXasA[Oi(a)], for i = 1,..., n, and 
Pk = maxi=l ...... [Oi(ak)], for h = 1,..., v. We define 
L" = {0, 1,..., Pl} × {0, 1 , . ,  P2} × "'" × {0, 1 , . ,  Pv}, 
and 
91' = (A , f l  , . - . , fy? q,, ao, aF),  
t~=l 
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leaving the labels of A unchanged. For Ai(a~) = {a I Ri(ak, a} = 
i,k i,~ ~ let fan ~ ~ (ak) = a2 '~, where h ranges over L, which al "'" ao i (%) ) '  , 1 . . . . .  k . . . . .  v k 
may be assumed to be the set {1 ..... n}. All other transitions in 9/' will be to 
rejection states. 
For a structure (~B, •) that is accepted by 9/, a node b E I ~B I is the state 
of ~3, while a node a k is the state of 9/exactly once, if acceptance in the mini- 
mum number of steps is considered. Let the transition in 9 /a t  this step be 
fa(b)(a~) = as k~(b)'~. Consider the relabeling of ~ such that 
~'(b) = (h(b), ~ ,..., ~) ,  
where all undefined ~k' are zero. It is clear, then that if all of the members of 
] ~3 [ are so relabeled, 9/' accepts ~3 if, and only if, 9/accepts ~3. Q.E.D. 
From Theorems 3.7 and 3.8 it follows that, under the specified relabeling, 
the classes of structures acceptable to multilabeled eterministic, nondeter- 
ministic and unilabeled eterministic local automata re identical. 
4. BASIC PROPERTIES OF ACCEPTABLE CLASSES OF STRUCTURES 
Both standard automata and tree automata have acceptable classes of 
structures which are closed with respect o the Boolean operations of union, 
intersection, and complementation and include the finite sets of similar 
structures (sequences or labeled trees). 2In this section, we begin by examining 
elementary closure properties of classes of structures acceptable to local 
automata nd then we try to study their model-theoretic characteristics. 
THEOREM 4.1. I f  a local automaton (9/, Y) accepts any structure at all, then 
it accepts an infinite set of structures. 
Proof. Obvious. 
THEOREM 4.2. The classes of structures trongly acceptable to unilabeled 
local automata re not closed under unions. 
Proof. It is a simple matter to construct a counterexample involving two 
local automata that have initial states with different labels. 
THEOREM 4.3. I f  9£ and 9/' are two similar local automata that weakly accept 
2 See Rabin and Scott [10] and Thatcher and Wright [12]. 
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the sets U and V of structures, respectively, then there exists an automaton o.I" 
similar to 9J and ~I' that weakly accepts U U V. 
Proof. Let 9.1" = 9.1[ × 9.I' with initial state (ao, a0' ) and final set of states 
A r × A' k) A × A / ,  where 9.I = (A, f l  ,..., fn,  ao, A t )  and 9.1' ----- 
~A',fl ' ,  .... fn', ao', A / ) .  Then it is clear that 9.I" weakly accepts U u V. 
Although the unions of weakly acceptable classes are acceptable, intersec- 
tions and complementations of even strongly acceptable classes do not seem 
to be acceptable, unless one makes further stipulations. 
DEFINITION 4.4. The "outer product" of two arbitrary algebras 
9.1 ---- (A , f  1 ,...,fn) and ~ =- (B, gl ,.-., g~), in symbols ~*~3, is an algebra 
=(C,h  1,..., hlm ,..., h** t,...,hnm ), where C=A × B and for each 
ki-ary function f i  and ljvary function g~., hij is a (ki + lj)-ary function 
such that hij(c I . . . . .  c/~,, ck,+~ ,..., ck,+z) ---- (fi(ca ,..., ck,), gj(ck~+l ,..., ce,+~)). 
It is clear that 9.I*~3 and ~3"9.[ are isomorphic. 
THEOREM 4.5. I f  (9.I, y) and (9~', y'), respectively, strongly accept he sets 
of structures U and V, then 9.I*~I' with final set of states Ar  × A i strongly 
accepts ( U * V), where all labels are preserved, i.e., ( a, a') has the label (y( a), y'( a') ) 
and similarly for the input structures. For any function hi~ in 9.1"9.I' and a ~ A, 
a' e A', aFE A~, a /e  A / ,  hij(ae, a') = (aF,g~(a')) and hi~(a, aF') = 
(fi(a), a/) .  
Proof. A label (i, j)  on a state (b, b') of a structure ~B*~3', with ~3 6 U 
and ~3'E V, causes the transition hij on the automaton ~'9. I ' ,  so that, 
effectively, the interaction between 9.I*~[' and ~3*~B' is equivalent to a simul- 
taneous interaction of 9.I with ~3 and 9.I' with ~3'. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Under the conditions of Theorem 4.5, an algebra ~3"f3 
is acceptable to 9.I "9.I' if, and only if, f3 ~ U n V. 
Proof. Obvious. 
DEFINITION 4.7. A "restartable" local automaton is an algebra with a 
"restartability function" that maps every point to the initial state. 
THEOREM 4.8. I f  the two similar local automata 9.I and ~'  strongly accept 
the similar restartable set of structures U and V, respectively, then there exists 
an automaton that strongly accepts U n V. 
Proof. Consider the union of 9X and 92[' and modify it in the following 
643/I6/4-5 
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manner: Let the final set of states be A / ,  and label the final states of 9.1 with 
the restartability s mbol of the members of U and V. Furthermore, define all 
the transition of the states in A F to ao'. This structure will first simulate ~I 
and if the input is acceptable to ~ it will then begin to simulate 9.1'. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.9. I f  (~, 7) accepts (~3, A) it accepts any homomorphic mage of 
Proof. Recall that in a homomorphism between labeled automata both 
labels and transitions are preserved. It is clear then that acceptability is
preserved also. 
THEO~M 4.10. I f  (~, y) accepts (~3, A) then any homomorphic image of 
(~, y) accepts any homomorphic mage of (~3, A). 
Proof. This theorem follows directly from Lemma 4.9 and the symmetry 
between an automaton and its input. 
THEOm~M 4.11. I f  a local automaton 9.1 accepts any structure at all, there 
exists a labeling y such that (9.I, 7) accepts itself. 
Proof. Acceptance of any structure by ~ simply means that there is a 
path from its initial state to one of its final states. Given any such path, we 
can find a path that does not cross itself. An obvious labeling of the nodes 
along this path will then make ~[ accept itself. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.12. I f  9~ accepts ~3 it accepts any extension of ~3. This is not 
true for universal acceptance. 
Proof. For fixed initial states, if 9.1 accepts a subalgebra ~B of ~3' then it 
accepts ~3' by definition. In case of universal acceptance, one can easily place 
loops in the extension that would eliminate the possibility of its universal 
acceptance by 9~. 
THEOREM 4.13. I f  (9.I, 7) accepts (~3, A), then it accepts the direct product of 
~3 with any nonnull structure ~B'. 
Proof. A simple labeling for ~3 × ~3' that makes it acceptable to (9~, 7) is 
A'(b, b ' )=  A(b) for all b' ~ [ ~3'I. 
We shall consider the converse of this theorem in Section 5. 
COROLLARY 4.14. A strongly acceptable class of algebras is closed under 
direct products. 
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Proof. Obvious. 
THEOREM 4.15. I f  (9.1, ~) and (9.1', r') both accept (~3, ~), then (~ X 9A', 
(F, F')) also accepts (f3, ~). 
Proof. Let the final set of states of ~ x 9.I' be 21 x 21F'U 21' × AF. 
Then ~1 X 9.1' accepts (~3, A) if we either restrict our attention to the first or 
the second member of the label pairs of the elements of [ 9.1 × 9~' ]. 
DEFINITION 4.16. A class U of structures is "hereditary" if, and only if, 
any substructure of any member of U is also a member of U. 
LEMMA 4.17. The set of hereditary classes are those definable by universal 
sentences. 
Proof. See Cohn [1], p.226. 
THEOREM 4.18. The class of algebras universally and strongly acceptable 
to a local automaton is hereditary. 
Proof. Obvious. 
DEFINITION 4.19. A first-order property is "persistent" if, and only if, any 
extension of a model having the property also has that property. 
LEMMA 4.20. 2t property is persistent if, and only if, it can be expressed as 
an existential sentence. 
Proof. See Cohn [1], p. 226. 
THEOREM 4.21. Strongly acceptable classes are models of existential 
sentences. 
Proof. Follows directly from Theorem 4.12 and Lemma 4.20. 
Theorem 4.21 suggests the really obvious fact, that if labels are associated 
with unary predicates, nondeterministic strongly acceptable restartable classes 
are simply the models of existential sentences with one bound variable in 
first-order logic without equality. From Theorem 4.18, we conclude that 
nondeterministic strongly and universally acceptable restartable classes are 
precisely the models of universal sentences with one quantifier in first-order 
logic without equality. In either case, even the sentence corresponding to a 
finite local automaton may be of infinite length--when the automaton is not 
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loopless. In our generalization to multiple-input local automata in Section 7, 
the limitation to one quantifier and restartability will be eliminated. Further- 
more, by generalizing the concept of universal acceptance, arbitrary sentences 
can be represented by local automata. Once can introduce quality into the 
system by allowing relabeling of the input structures during interaction. 8 
5. ACCEPTABILITY OF FACTORS 
In this section we wish to study the Converse of Theorem 4.13. We assume 
that 9.I accepts ~1 × "'" × ~3r and we ask whether this implies that ~I accepts 
any of the factors ~31 ,..., ~r  • 
In general, if unilabeled acceptance of the factors is desired, the answer is in 
the negative, by the following 
COUNTEREXAMPLE. Let 9~ = (A , f  1 ,f~), where A = {ao, a l ,  aa, aF} ,
f l (ao )  ---- a l ,  f~(al) ---- as ,  f l (a~)  = aF ,  and all other transitions are to a o . 
Let ~ be the algebra of Fig. 4. It is clear that if the initial state of 9.1 is a 0 and 
91 
~ 9 1 , 9 2  
92 ( )  
91,92 
FIG. 4. The transition graph of ~. 
its only final state is a t ,  there is no initial state for ~ and labetings 7 f°r~-I 
and A for ~ that would make 9.I accept ~.  On:the other hand, it is quite simple 
to define labelings uch that ~I would accept ~2 from the initial state (b I , b~). 
In view of this counterexample, one can only study the problem under some 
restrictions on the size of the universes or the signatures of the structures 
involved. This is a rich source of combinational problems of which we shall 
consider a particular one. 
3 Note that in this whole paragraph we are still restricting ourselves to theories 
with unary functions only. 
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DEFINITION 5.1. A "unary" algebra is an algebra with one function. 
Unary algebras have been studied by Marica and Bryant [7]. Yoeli [14] 
and Yoeli and Ginzburg [13] have called them complete transition graphs or 
transformation graphs. 
DEFINITION 5.2. A unary algebra (A , f ) i s  "connected" if for every x, 
y e A there exist integers m and n such that fro(x) = fn(y) .  
We shall consider the acceptability of factors only for the case of connected 
unary algebras. Consequently, the automata can be assumed to be uniformly 
labeled. 
DEFINITION 5.3. A "projection labeling" of the i-th factor of a labeled 
direct product (~31 N "'" × ~3,, A) is a multilabeling of ~3 i such that each 
element b E I ~3i I is assigned asubset of{A(b 1 ,..., b~_l, b, bi+ 1 ..... b,) I bj ~ ~ j ,  
j = 1,..., i - -  1, i + 1,..., r}. A "projection unilabeling" is a projection 
labeling that is a unilabeling. 
LEMMA 5.4. (Yoeli and Ginzburg [13]). I f  in a connected unary algebra 
(A , f ) , f~(a)  = a and f'n(a ') = a', then m = n. 
DEFINITION 5.5. The "cycle length" of connected unary algebra (A , f )  
is an integer a such that f~(a) = a for some a e A. 
THEOI~M 5.5. I f91 accepts (f3 r, (bol ,..., bor), A), then for some i = 1,..., r, 
91 accepts a projection unilabeling of (~,  boi ). 
We shall first consider the special case of r = 2. 
LEMMA 5.5.1. I f  91 accepts (~3 × ~3, (bol ,bo2),A), then it accepts a 
projection unilabeling o/(~,  boa) or (~3, bo~). 
Proof. We put no restrictions on the signature of 91, i.e., the nodes of 
the input structures may have any set of labels. To show that a projection 
unilabeling of a factor will be accepted by 9I, it is sufficient o show that in 
the sequence of states of ~3 2 during interaction with 91, no state of ~3 is repre- 
sented with two different labels either in the first or second coordinate. 
Let (b01 , b02), (bll, b12),..., be the sequence of states of ~3 × ~3 during 
the interaction. As ~3 is a unary algebra, we need consider this sequence only 
up to a point where a state is repeated. I f  for both i = 1 and i = 2, bk i is 
not repeated for any k =- 1, 2 , . ,  through acceptance, then any projection 
643/I6/4-5" 
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unilabeling that preserves the labels in the sequence above would make 
either factor acceptable to 91. Define 
i= l l  2 if i=2  
if i=1 .  
I f  an element of the i-th factor repeats before any element of the ~-th factor, 
then a conflict in the labels of the elements of the sequence can only arise in 
the i-th factor. Therefore, any unilabeling of the ~-th factor, that preserves 
the labels present in the sequence, would make ~B acceptable to 91. I f  
repetition occurs simultaneously for both factors, again either one would be 
acceptable. Q.E.D. 
The proof of Theorem 5.5 follows directly from that of the lemma by 
noting that if the i-th coordinate is the last one, at which a repetition occurs 
in the sequence of states of ~3 × -" × ~3 (r factors) in its interaction with 91, 
then there exists a simple projection unilabeling that makes (~3, b0~ ) acceptable 
to 91. 
THEOREM 5.6. I f91 accepts fB1 × ~32 , where ~1 and ~3 2 are unary algebras 
with cycle lengths of ~ and fl, respectively, then 91 either accepts f~l with a 
projection multilabeling of at most order [o~, i~]/~ or it accepts ~3~ with a projection 
multilabeling of at most order [~, fi]/fi. (Ix, y] is the least common multiple 
of x and y.) 
Proof. Once again, let (b01 , b02), (b n , b12 ).... be the sequence of elements 
of ~1 × ~2 during its interaction with 91. If  there is no repetition in one of 
the coordinates through acceptance, then that factor will obviously be accept- 
able to 91 even with a projection unilabeling. Let be1 and b~2 be the first 
elements of ~3 1 and ~32, respectively, that reappear in this sequence. I f  
k ~< I, then (btl , bt2), with t = l + [a,/3], is the earliest repeated element of 
~3 a × ~3 2 . The state bt2, which repeats at least as much as any other element 
of ~32, occurs for the ([a, fi]/fi + 1)-th time at bt2. I f  all the occurrences 
before step t are with different labels, ~ is Still acceptable to 91 with a projec- 
tion multilabeling of order [a, fi]/fl. Similarly, if l <~ k, ~3 1 is acceptable to 91 
with a projection multilabeling of at most order [a, fi]/c~. Q.E.D. 
6. REDUCED PRODUCTS AND POWERS OF ACCEPTABLE STRUCTURES 
For a general definition and the properties of reduced products see Frayne, 
Morel, and Scott [3] or Gr~itzer [5]. 
DEFINITION 6.1. A set D of subsets of a set I is a "filter" if, and only if, 
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A, B e D implies A n B ~ D and (A _C B) A (A ~ D) implies B E D. A filter 
is an "ultrafilter" if for every A _C I either A ~ D or (I --  A) ~ D. 
DEFINITION 6.2. The "reduced product" of a set  {~i}iel of similar 
monadic algebras with respect o the filter D is the quotient of the direct 
product I-L~I ~3i under the congruence (bl, b 2 ,...) ~-~ (bl' , b2',... ) if, and only 
if, {i i bi = bi'} ~ D. For an element h and a function f in this algebra 
(written as  l-Iislf~3i/O), f(h) = h', where h contains an element (ha, bz .... ) 
and h' an element (b{, b(,...) such that f(b,) = b{ in ~31 for all i ~I.  
DEFINITION 6.3. An "ultraproduct" is a reduced product with respect 
to an ultrafilter. 
DFFINITION 6.4. I f  ~3~ = ~3 for all i ~/,  then we have the "reduced 
power" and the "ultrapower" of ~3. 
It is well-known that an ultrapower of a structure is an elementary extension 
of it. 
THEOREM 6.5. I f  (9.1, 7) accepts ~ it accepts any ultrapower of ~.  
Proof. By theorem 4.12. 
DEFINITION 6.6. The "t-bounded" acceptance of a class U of structures 
by a local automaton 9./[ is the acceptance of every member of U within t steps 
of interaction. 
It is clear that any finitely bounded acceptance can be simulated by a finite 
loopless nondeterministic automaton if the inputs have a finite label set. 
LEMMA 6.7. I f  9.I t-boundedly accepts the unary algebras {(~3i, boi , Ai)}i~z , 
for t finite, then any filter D of I contains an element JD.t such that any A j ,  
with j E JD,t, is sufficient o determhw a labeling that would make l-[i~x ~3i/D 
finitely acceptable to 9.1. 
Proof. As the ~3i are all unary, 9.i can be assumed to be uniformly labeled. 
Let the initial state of the reduced product be the element h 0 that contains 
(b01 , b02 ,...) and define h~ = f~(ho) which will be the element hat contains 
(f~(bol),fs(bo2),...) = (b,~, b,2,...). If  we assign the label ;~j(bo~ ) to ho, 
Aj(blj ) to h 1 ,..., for an arbitrary j ~ I, we are faced with the possibility that 
for somep and r, h~ may be equal to hr, whereas b~j @ brj and Aj(b~) =/= ;~(b~). 
In the sequence h0 , h 1 ..... ht,  let h~l =- hq ,..., h~ = h%. Now, h~k = h~ 
implies that J~ = {i [ b~k ~ = brj } E D. But as t and, therefore, ~- are finite 
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and D is closed with respect o finite intersections of subsets of/ ,  we also have 
JD.~ = (N~=I J~) eD.  It follows that for any j e JD . t ,h~ =hr  k implies 
b~# = br#, for k = 1,..., ~', and the difficulty with the labeling of the reduced 
product would not arise. To recapitulate, for given D and t, there exists 
Jo, t e D, such that for any j E JD, ~, the assignment of the label A~-(b~j) to 
hs, for s = 0, 1,..., t, would make 1-[iezf3i/D acceptable to 92[ in the same 
number of steps as ~3j. 
THEOREM 6.8. Lemma 6.7 can be generalized to the case of arbitrary similar 
monadic algebras. 
Proof. In contrast with the unary case, here we have the problem that 
different ~i ,  in general, undergo different transitions in their interactions 
with 9.1. Therefore, we can no longer consider just a sinlple sequence ho, 
h 1 ,.... As the ~3i have a finite number, say n, of functions, however, there 
can only be n ~ possible sequences of transitions of length t for the reduced 
product. As in the lemma, there exists a JD,~ for each such sequence. The 
intersection of all n ~ such sets will still give a JD, t ~ D. For any choice of 
j e .fD., the assignment of 2b.(bsj ) to h~, s ----- 0, 1 ..... will not create a conflict 
in labels and will make the reduced product acceptable to 9.I in the same num- 
ber of steps and through the same sequence of transitions as ~3j. 
COROLLARY 6.9. The universal and finitely bounded acceptance of a 
class {fS i}i~z of similar monadic algebras implies the universal finite acceptance of
Ili~z fDi/D for any filter D in I. 
Proof. Follows directly from Theorem 6.8 as each element of the reduced 
product can be considered as an equivalence class of [ I-[i~i ~3i ] that contains 
a sequence (b01, b02 ,...), where each boi, i = 1, 2,..., is an acceptable initial 
state of ~i  • Q.E.D. 
Note. The statement of Corollary 6.9 is meant to be understood in the 
stronger sense of Lemma 6.7, i.e., from each initial state the reduced product 
can be made to simulate the behavior of a particular ~3~, j e I. The proof 
does not imply, however, that there is a fixed labeling that makes the reduced 
product universally acceptable. 
COROLLARY 6.10. Finitely bounded universal acceptance of fB by 
(9.I, y) implies the similar acceptance ofany algebra elementarily equivalen# to lB. 
4 The Note above also applies to this corollary. 
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Proof. Two structures are elementarily equivalent if, and only if, there is 
an elementary imbedding of one into an ultrapower of the other (see e.g., 
Kochen [6]). As ~3 is universally and finite-boundedly acceptable to (9£, ~), 
so is any ultrapower of ~3 or any subalgebra of an ultrapower of ~3. Q.E.D. 
7. MULTIINPUT LOCAL AUTOMATA 
DEFINITION 7.1. A "k- input" local automaton (9£, V~) is a local automaton 
that has a label function ~,~: ] 9£ ] -+ Kk, for some label set K. It  interacts with 
structures of the form (~3, (b01 .... , boo), A) that have initial state sequences of 
length k. As in the standard case, h: I ~ [ --->L, for someL.  There is also a 
function A: L ~ ~ {I,..., n}, where n is the number of functions of N. I f  the 
state and the state sequence of 9£ and ~ are, respectively, s i and (ti, 1 ,..., ti,e) 
at the step i of interaction, we define 
si+l = fA(a(,,.p ..... a%,~))(st) 
and 
ti+1,j = g~%)(ti,~). 
Here we have assumed that K = {1,..., m}, where m is the number of functions 
of ~.  
THEOREM 7.2. For any set 92( 1 ,..., 9£~ of similar standard local automata 
there exists a k-input automaton that accepts a structure (~3, (b01 ..... b0k), 2,) if, 
and only if, for each i = 1,..., k, (9£i , aoi , AF i, 7i) accepts (~3, b0i, A). 
Proof. This theorem is really a corollary to Theorem 4.5, except hat the 
possibility of having a sequence of states, instead of an individual state, allows 
the retention of the structure of the inputs. The desired k-input automaton is
the outer product 9.I 1 . " . .  9£k, with initial state (a01 ,..., ao~), labeling 
function y~(al ,..., an) = (yl(al),..., vk(ak)) and final set of states 
AF 1 × .-. × AF ~. Transitions involving final states are precisely as in 
Theorem 4.5. 
THEOREM 7.3. The converse of Theorem 7.2 is false. In particular, there 
exists a 2-input local automaton whose class of acceptable structures is not 
equivalent o the set of acceptable structures of any pair of standard local 
automata. 
Proof. Simply consider a 2-input machine that accepts a structure if and 
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only if its two initial states have the same labels. It is clear that this cannot be 
duplicated by any pair of single-input automata. 
See Gabrielian [4] for a combinatorial study of the relative strength of 
multi-input automata when the input structures have a label set of order two. 
DEFINITION 7.4. An algebra (~3, (b01 ..... bo~)) , with initial state sequence 
of length k is "completely restartable" if, and only if, ~3 has functions h1 ,..., hk 
such that for any b E [ ~3 1, h~(b) = boi , for i = 1 ..... k. 
THEOREM 7.5. The interactions of a finite multiinput loopless local automaton 
with completely restartable structures can be simulated by a finite single-input 
automaton. 
Proof. Interactions of a finite loopless local automaton that lead to 
acceptance are finitely bounded. It is an easy matter then to build a single- 
input automaton that can simulate the behavior of such a machine with the 
help of restartability functions. 
THEOREM 7.6. Given a first-order existential sentence S in monadic 
functions and predicates and without he sign of equality, there exists a nondeter- 
ministic multiinput local automaton that accepts all and only the models of S. 
Proof. Except for quantifiers, an arbitrary first-order sentence can be 
represented as a disjunction of conjunctions. By taking the number of inputs 
equal to the number of occurrences of bound variables in S, it is clear that 
one can construct an automaton that will accept all and only the models of S. 
The generalization to arbitrary sentences can be achieved by the simple 
extension of the notions of acceptance (redefine as "existential acceptance") 
and universal acceptance to "existential-universal acceptance, . . . .  universal- 
existential acceptance," and so on. 
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